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Abstract

A detailed chemical kinetic model has been developed which accurately

describes pyrolysis, ignition and oxidation of many small hydrocarbon fuels over a

wide range of experimental conditions. Fuels include carbon monoxide and hydrogen,

methane and other alkane species up to n-butane, ethylene, propene, acetylene, and

oxygenated species such as methanol, acetaldehyde and ethanol. Formation of some

larger intermediate and product species including benzene, butadiene, large olefins,

and cyclopentadiene has been treated in a semi-empirical manner. The reaction

mechanism has been tested for conditions tl_at do not involve transport and diffusional

processes, including plug flow and stirred reactors, batch reactors and shock tubes. The

present kinetic model and its validation differ from previous comprehensive detailed

reaction mechanisms in two important ways. First, in addition to conventional

combustion data, experiments more commonly associated with chemical engineering

problems such as oxidative coupling, oxidative pyrolysis and steam cracking are used

to test the reaction mechanism, making it even more general than previous models. In

addition, H atom abstraction and some other reaction rates, even for the smaller C2, C3

and C4 species, are treated using approximations that facilitate future extensions to

larger fuels in a convenient manner. The construction of the reaction mechanism and

selected comparisons with experimental data are described that illustrate the generality
' of the model.



Introduction
b

Over the past 20 years, kinetic modeling has emerged as a powerful and useful

tool in the analysis c_ combustion problems. Used in combination with theoretical and

experimental techniques, numerical modeling of combustion chemistry has been used

to establish elementary reaction rates, product distributions, energy release, combustion

efficiency and other important fundamental chemical combustion parameters. Perhaps

even more significant, computer models including detailed chemical kinetic reaction

mechanisms have contributed to the understanding and solution of many long-standing

practical combustion problems, including flame quenching on internal combustion

engine chamber walls [1], soot production in engines [2], and engine knock [3]. Further

applications of detailed kinetic modeling to address important combustion problems

have included many advances directed towards reduction of emissions of oxides of

nitrogen (NOx) from combustors [4].

A more recent advance has been the application of kinetic modeling to a wide

variety of chemical engineering problems, including subjects such as steam cracking,

olefin production and pyrolysis, oxidative coupling and a range of other chemical

processes. Many of these chemical engineering applications have been discussed by

Dente et al. [5] and Ranzi et al. [6], and there is clearly an immense area of common

interest between the combustion and chemical engineering applications of detailed

chemical kinetic modeling. Many chemical engineering applications occur at

temperatures that are the same as those which are important for slow oxidation

processes and engine knock that are central problems for combustion. Many other

examples of this overlap can easily be identified; for example, industrial processes that

are intended to produce olefins for product manufacturing have exact analogs in

combustion ignition problems where olefins are produced during the autoignition of

larger hydrocarbon fuels and the conversion of those olefin intermediates to water and

carbon dioxide determines whether or not the fuel will ignite.

The present study describes a single reaction mechanism that is used to examine

chemical problems from both these fields, and the generally excellent results for both

classes of problems indicate that the fundamental kinetic processes are exactly the same,

regardless of the details of the application. The same principles are used in developing

reaction mechanisms, the same overall temperature ranges, pressures, and fuels are

encountered in both types of problems, and the limitations of modeling techniques for

both fields are generally the same.



Structure of the Reaction Mechanism

Detailed reaction mechanisms for hydrocarbon fuels are built in a strongly
hierarchical manner [7], in which submechanisms for H2 and CO oxidation form the

core of the overall reaction mechanism. These submechanisms are tested

independently, and additional elementary reactions and chemical species are

systematically incorporated as the complexity of the fuels dictate. In this way, reactions

for formaldehyde (CH20), methanol (CH3OH), ethane (C2H6), ethylene (C2H4),

acetylene (C2H2), acetaldehyde (CH3CHO), and then C3 and larger species were added

sequentially to the CO-H2-O2 base mechanism. At each step, the new reactions and

species are tested thoroughly by means of comparisons with experimental data, to

ensure that the new features are accurate and complete.

A second essential feature in developing comprehensive reaction mechanisms

involves testing them against measured data from a variety of experimental systems,

with as wide a range in operational parameters as possible, particularly in pressure,

temperature, and fuel-oxidizer ratio. The intent is that by comparing experimental and

model results over many types of experiments and fuels, the resulting reaction

mechanism will be as generally applicable as possible. This approach has been

employed widely in developing useful modeling tools for use in combustion system

analysis [7]. When a comprehensive mechanism is available for a given fuel, it is often

possible to use the mechanism to extrapolate to experimental conditions that may not

have been studied explicitly, with much greater confidence than if the reaction

mechanism were less thoroughly validated.

As reaction mechanisms are steadily extended to larger and more practical

hydrocarbon fuel molecules, for which fewer specific kinetic data are generally

ava_.lable, there is considerable motivation to be able to generate the reaction

mechanisms for the larger fuels using automatic algorithms [5,8]. This requires

algorithms for providing specific reaction rates for all possible classes of reactions, and

the present paper, together with preceding work of some of the authors [5,6,9], provides

algorithms for a wide variety of fuel types and reactions.

A unique feature of the present model is that, unlike most previous

comprehensive mechanisms, it includes validations with lower temperature combustion

and additional chemical engineering environments that had not been considered

previously. When these features are included, together with more conventional

combustion tests at higher temperatures used in earlier comprehensive mechanisms, the

resulting model is even more generally valid than others available in the past.



The detailed submechanisms for CO, H2, CH4, and the C2 hydrocarbons are

based closely on work done by a considerable number of modeling researchers [7,9-11]

and their essential features have been well established. Due to length limitations for

this paper, it is not possible to reproduce the entire mechanism here. The details of the

mechanism and the rate parameters are summarized in a previous publication [9]; in

addition, the entire mechanism can be obtained directly from the present authors in

printed media or on electronic disk. For convenience, in the following discussions,

when we use reaction numbers to refer to specific reactions, those numbers will indicate

reaction numbers in the previous modeling study [9]. The basic mechanism includes

some 432 reactions, to which generalized H atom abstraction reactions are added as will

be discussed next.

A major goal of the present modeling effort is to provide a reaction mechanism

extendable to larger fuels as the need occurs. Therefore, we have attempted to develop

means to extend the mechanism to whatever level of fuel complexity is needed. The

most important reactions involving larger practical hydrocarbon fuels are those

abstracting H atoms, the thermal decomposition of the alkyl radicals, and other generic

reactions. The present reaction mechanism has developed a formalism for estimating

these reaction rates; in many cases this procedure is necessary because the rates have

never been measured experimentally. In order to test the concept, thesame formalism

has been used in this mechanism even in those cases where experimental reaction rate

data were available, such as in the cases of methane, ethane and propane. An indication

of the validity of the present approach is given by the fact that the present model gives

generally good agreement with experimental results for all of the fuels studied.

In Table I the 30 radical species are listed which can abstract H atoms from the

various fuels, together with baseline rate expressions for abstraction. These rate

expressions are then corrected to reflect two additional factors, the multiplicity or

number of similar H atoms in the fuel (e.g., 4 equivalent H atoms in methane or 2

equivalent secondary H atoms in propane), and a second correction to reflect the type of

H atom site in the fuel. These site-specific corrections have been divided into 10

different groups as follows: (0) primary C-H bond, (1) secondary C-H bond, (2) tertiary

C-H bond, (3) H-H bond, (4) C-H bond in methane, (5) O-H bond in water, (6) O-H

bond in H202, (7) vinylic C-H bond, (8) aldehydic C-H bond, and (9) O-H bond in

methanol and other alcohols. The correction factors associated with each of these

groups are listed in Table II. Using the data from these Tables, it is straightforward to

construct H atom abstraction rates from virtually any type of fuel with reasonable

accuracy, as the computed results described below and in Reference [9] demonstrate.



Some mechanistic simplifications have been included in the present model.

Isomers of some larger species are lumped together as a composite species, such as

isomers of butene, which include 1-butene, cis-2-butene and trans-2-butene. Similarly,

c3h4 isomers are lumped together. In order for these combirfing practices to be useful,

reactions of lumped species must reflect reactions of all isomers, including rates and

product distributions of each isor aer. In addition, although the present mechanism

includes formation of cyclo-C5 sl:ecies, comparable cyclo-C6 species are not included.

Production of heavier hydl'ocarbon species, including aromatic and liquid fuels,

is simulated by lumping together constituents at a level that is generally above that

which affects the rates of kinetic processes. This combines polyacetylenes,

polyaromatics, and related species, and it also combines kinetic processes of aromatic

species into a small group of kinetic processes. As long as the fuels of interest remain in

the C1 - C3_ Jr C4 class, this approach will generally be satisfactory, but it will begin to

fail as the fuels of interest become comparable in size to the aromatic and related fuels.

At this time, it will become necessary to refine or completely replace the heavier

hydrocarbon submodels in the present mechanisms.

Model Applications

To test the present reaction mechanism and its basic philosophy, it is necessary to

compare its computed results with selected experimental results. In order to ensure

that the mechanism is as widely applicable as possible, it is important to select a broad

range of applications with different initial conditions, environments, fuels, and

boundary conditions. To test the model, the mechanism has been tested against

experimental data in the following specific areas:

1. CO oxidation

2. methane pyrolysis

3. autoignition and oxidation of methane

4. partial oxidation of methane to methanol
• 5. oxidation of methanol

6. oxidation of formaldehyde

7. ethane pyrolysis

8. ethylene pyrolysis

9. ethane oxidation

10. ethylene oxidation

11. acetaldehyde oxidation

12. C1 - C4 ignition



13. methanol ignition

Each class of applications examines one or more different sets of conditions. Below,

some of the results of these comparisons will be summarized. It is not possible to

examine each topic in great detail, due to the limitations in the length of the present

paper, but several of these will be described in greater detail to illustrate the features of

the mechanism and its utility.

Mechanism Tests and Validation

CO Oxidation

Many recent modeling studies have established the essential features of the core

CO-H2-O2 submechanism. Since this is the heart of a comprehensive reaction

mechanism, it is essential to ensure that it is accurate and applicable to all the

combustion environments to be encountered. The present submechanism has been

assembled from recent reaction rate compilations [10-14] with the intent that each of the

elementary reactions should be included with the most accurate rate expression

available. This mechanism was then tested extensively by comparisons with

experimental results, such as the CO oxidation study of Dryer and Glassman [15] in a

turbulent flow reactor. These same experimental results have been used in the past to

test the CO-H2-O2 submechanisms of hydrocarbon reaction mechanisms [12,16], and

the agreement between observations and results predicted by the present mechanism

was excellent [9]. In common with virtually all kinetic modeling studies of CO and H2

oxidation, the present mechanism shows that most of the sensitivity in these systems is
due to the reactions

H + 02 = O + OH (R 2)

CO + OH = CO2 + H (R 21)

and that initiation of CO oxidation occurs through the reaction

CO + 02 = CO2 + O (R 18)

and termination through the reaction

CO + O + M = CO2 + M (R 20)

Methane Pyrolysis

Experimental kinetic studies of methane decomposition [17-20] have

demonstrated how product species yields are influenced by operating conditions such

as temperature, pressure and dilution by hydrogen or inert species. The present

reaction mechanism accurately reproduces each of the observed trends, showing that



methane is steadily converted to ethane via methyl radical recombination, and that

ethane and ethylene are then dehydrogenated to produce acetylene. Observations that

increased temperature improves acetylene selectivity are reproduced by the model, and

heavier hydrocarbons including diacetylene, butadiene, benzene and polyaromafics

result from successive addition and/or condensation reactions of acetylene, vinyl and

acetylenic radicals, particularly

C2H + C2H2 = C4H3 (R 108)

C4H3 = C4H2 + H . (R107)

Beyond this point, the model uses generalized components to describe the formation of

heavier species with only a reduced number of reference components, as already

described. Comparison between computed and experimental results is illustrated in

Figure 1, using experimental data from Kunugi et al. [20] showing carbon selectivifies of

several species as functions of time in seconds. The reaction temperature is 1673K with

hydrogen dilution of (3/1 mol). In both the experiments and the simulations, the

ethylene intermediate quickly achieves a steady value, followed at a later time by a

maximum in acetylene selectivity. Then, with a much longer time constant, the

acetylene level slowly decreases as it is converted to heavier hydrocarbons. Similar

agreement at other reaction temperatures and diluent fractions indicates that the kinetic

model can be used to optimize the engineering process and predict the influence of

parameter variation on product yields. The mechanism includes the important

reactions leading to heavier hydrocarbons, although in this model application, species-

specific information for heavier species is not measured experimentally and a composite

description of those species is satisfactory.

Autoignition and Oxidation of Methane

Oxidative coupling of methane to produce larger species including liquids often

uses selected catalysts, both heterogeneous and homogeneous in nature. Choudhary et

al. [21] studied the purely gas phase oxidation processes in order to obtain a better

understanding of the different factors involved, such as the role played by steam in

enhancing certain reactions. The results of those studies have been incorporated into

the present mechanism, which explains the observed yields and selectivities of products

including ethane, ethylene and other less important species. Additional studies [22,23]

of methane oxidation and autoignition under a variety of relatively high temperatures

(approx. 1000 - 1400K) have further tested the model capabilities and applicability.



Partial Oxidation of Methane to Methanol

Conversion of methane to liquid fuels has always been a major goal for better use

of natural gas and has enormous economic potential importance. Experimental studies

at relatively low pressures [24-26} and more recently at much higher pressures [27-29]

have been the subject of recent mechanistic studies [30-33]. The present mechanism is

based on this recent modeling work, all of which indicates that the key to high yields of

methanol involves subtle differences in rates of reactions of methoxy and methylperoxy

radicals. Methanol is produced by H atom abstraction from methane by CH30 or by

CH3OO + CH3OO = CH3OH + CH20 + 02 • (R 401)

Methylperoxy radicals are formed from methane by the reactions
CH4 + R = CH3 +RH

CH3 + 02 = CH3OO . (R 314)

CH3OO leads to methoxy through two paths

CH3OO + CH3OO = CH30 + CH30 + 02 (R 400)

and CH3OO + HO2 = CH3OOH + 02 (R397)

CH3OOH = CH30 + OH . (R 200)

Several of these reactions, as well as the thermal decomposition reactions of methoxy

and methylperoxy radicals, have significant temperature and pressure dependence.

This complex reaction system is very well suited to computational modeling analysis,

and the current mechanism has been used to examine this process with reasonable

success. The importance of the alkylperoxy radical reaction sequences is evident and

their inclusion in the mechanism represents a new feature not present in previous

comprehensive mechanisms for s:nall hydrocarbon combustion. Their inclusion makes

the computational tool much more general and applicable to an entirely new class of

important practical applications.

Oxidation of Methanol

Methanol has many combustion and chemical engineering applications and has

been been the subject of numerous kinetic studies, with several detailed kinetic

mechanisms [34-36]. The present mechanism was used to repeat these model

calculations, but the H atom abstraction reactions were replaced by the formulations

shown in Table I. Overall agreement with experimental results and with computed

results of previous models showed reasonable agreement. The methanol oxidation

mechanism is a particularly linear one, with H atom abstraction from CH3OH leading

directly to formaldehyd, _ and then CO.



Oxidation of Formaldehyde

Formaldehyde is produced during the oxidation of virtually all hydrocarbons,

and it is particularly important as the major intermediate formed during methanol

combustion [34]. However, its chemical analysis is often quite difficult to carry out

when it is a combustion intermediate, so it is important to study its kinetics in

experiments where formaldehyde is a primary fuel. Its oxidation at combustion

conditions has been studied under shock tube [37] and turbulent flow reactor [38]

conditions. The results of Hochgreb et al. [38] were used to validate the present reaction

mechanism, with the model showing that formaldehyde oxidation proceeds primarily

through H atom abstraction to produce formyl radicals, which then react with

molecular oxygen or decompose thermally

CH20 + R - HCO + RH

HCO + 02 = CO + HO2 (R19)

HCO + M = H + CO + M . (R219)

Ethane Pyrolysis

Ethane pyrolysis has considerable industrial importance and has been studied

extensively [39]. The most important product is ethylene, followed by the same general

series of minor products as noted above from methane pyrolysis, including acetylene,

propene, butadiene, benzene, styrene and naphthalene. Initiation takes place via

C2H6 (+ M) = CH3 + CH3 (+ M) . (R65)

H atom abstraction produces ethyl radicals which decompose to make ethylene.

Addition of ethyl and vinyl radicals to ethylene leads to the C4 olefins and butadiene

observed in experiments. The lumping of the structurally distinct butene isomers

described above provides very satisfactory results when,compared with observed total

butene yields.

Ethylene Pyrolysis

Olefin pyrolysis has considerable importance in industrial processes, and olefins

are common intermediates in most combustion environments. There have been many

experimental and kinetic modeling studies of olefin pyrolysis [39-42], and the present

model has been used to simulate a variety of these experiments. Some of the major

features of the present model can be illustrated for the case of ethylene pyrolysis in a

thermal reactor, studied by Kunugi et al. [41,42]. In these experiments, product

selectivities of species including butadiene, butenes, benzene and cyclopentadiene were

reported as functions of ethylene conversion at selected reactor temperatures.



,am example of comparison between computed and experimental results at 854 C

(1127 K) is shown in Figure 2. Although the reactions producing benzene and

cyclopentadiene are global rather than detailed steps, the overall agreement between

computed species profiles and measured results is very good. The reaction mechanism

indicates the most important reaction pathways leadingto the principal product

species. In pure ethylene, dimerization of ethylene leads to a radical pool of allyl and

methyl radicals

C2H4 + C2H4 = 1-C4H8 (R 194)

1-butene --- a-C3H5 + CH3 (R 35)

followed by production of butadiene (C4H6), a major product species in the

experiments, through the sequence of reactions

C2H4 + C2H3 = C4H7 (R 115)

C4H7 = C4H6 + H (Rl13)

Other major products are cyclopentadiene, produced through two paths

C2H3 + C4H6 = CPTD + CH3 (R 139)

C4H7 + C2H4 = CPTD + H2 + CH3 (R 163)

and benzene, produced by

CPTD + C2H4 = Benzene + CH3 + H . (R 57)

The last of these reactions are global steps, since there are unstable intermediate species

that isomerize to lead eventually to the products indicated here.

Ethane Oxidation

Experimental data from jet stirred and static reactors [43,44] were simulated

using the present mechanism with generally satisfactory results. Reaction pathways

leading to ethylene oxide through addition of 02 to ethyl radicals, followed by

ethylperoxy radical isomerization, are included in the mechanism and distinguish this

mechanism from previous comprehensive mechanisms. In each of these simulations,

ethylene is the most important product of partial oxidation.

Ethylene Oxidation

Ethylene oxidation has been examined frequently in combustion environments.

Recent studies particularly well suited to kinetic modeling analysis include those in a

tubular reactor [45], a jet stirred reactor [46,47], and turbulent flow reactor [48]. The

present reaction mechanism provides good agreement with all of these experimental

results. In addition to reactions important for pyrolysis already noted, H atom
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abstraction by O and OH, and addition reactions of OH and O with ethylene are very

important. Reactions of vinyl radicals that are of particular importance are

C2H3 + 02 = CH20 + HCO (R317)

and C2H3 + 02 = C2H2 + HO2 . (R304)

In spite of the good agreement between computed and experimental results, sensitivity

analyses show that there are still many uncertainties remaining in the reaction

mechanisms for ethylene and larger olefin and other unsaturated species. In particular,

the rates and pressure dependence of the addition channels are not well established and

involve paths among different activated complexes. As a result, considerable further

work is needed to improve current reaction mechanisms in these areas.

Acetaldehyde Oxidation

Experimental and modeling studies of acetaldehyde oxidation have been used to

focus attention on lower temperature phenomena, particularly the negative temperature

coefficient and cool flame phenomena [49-52]. The present reaction mechanism was

used to reproduce previous modeling results, with the important difference that the H

atom abstraction rules summarized above and in Table I [9] were used for reactions of

acetaldehyde. The computed results were essentially the same as in previous modeling

analyses, indicating that the similarity rules for H atom abstraction can be used with

acceptable accuracy in modeling complex systems.

C1 - C4 Ignition in Shock Tubes

Shock tube pyrolysis and ignition have been used frequently in studies of

hydrocarbon kinetics. Depending on the degree of dilution, fuel type and other

conditions, individual elementary reactions can be studied and reaction rates

determined, or entire reaction mechanisms can be evaluated. In most cases, reaction

takes place at elevated temperatures (above 1100K) and pressures between 3 and 10 bar.

Shock tube conditions are particularly useful in testing reaction mechanisms since this is

the only common environment in which initiation reactions are very important. The

ignition process is usually characterized as a relatively long initiation and radical pool

growth period, followed by a rather short period of ignition in which all of the fuel is

converted to CO, CO2 and H20. For hydrocarbon fuels, the key to the overall rate of

reaction is the balance in the H atom concentration [7]. The most important chain

branching reaction in these systems converts one H atom into two O and OH radicals by

H + 02 = O + OH (R 2)



Therefore, reactions that increase H atom levels accelerate ignition while reactions that

consume H atoms slow the overall rate of ignition.

The present reaction mechanism was tested by comparisons between computed

results and shock tube selected from the experimental literature. A particularly useful

series of shock tube ignition studies was carried out by Burcat et al. [53], in which n-

alkanes from methane to n-pentane were examined. In addition to the range of related

fuels, the initial concentrations of the fuel and oxygen were close to those of fuel/air

mixtures relevant to practical combustion systems, rather than the extremely dilute

mixtures often used in shock tube studies. The work of Burcat et al. has been used

extensively in past validations of detailed reaction mechanisms [54-56].

Experimental i_nition delay times were defined as the time interval between

arrival of the reflected shock wave and the first observable pressure rise, with the

results for methane, ethane, propane and n-butane as the different symbols in Figure 3.

At each temperature, methane is much slower to ignite than the other fuels, which are

all quite nearly equal in ignition rate. However, ethane ignition is very slightly faster

than either propane or n-butane.

The present reaction mechanism was used to simulate these shock tube

experiments, with the computed results indicated as lines in Fig. 3. Overall the

agreement with the measured data is excellent, both with respect to the variations

between the different fuels as well as the slope (or equivalent overall activation energy)

or temperature dependence for each fuel. The computed results for ethane, propane

and n-butane predict slightly faster ignition than is observed experimentally, and the

computed ignition delay times for ethane are approximately equal to those for propane

and n-butane, although the experiments indicate that ethane ignition is slightly faster

than that of the larger n-alkanes. Still, the overall trends and actual numerically

predicted values are accurately reproduced by the present reaction mechanism.

Shock Tube Ignition of Methanol

The shock tube ignition of methanol was investigated in the same manner as for

the C1 - C4 n-alkanes, using experimental results reported by Bowman [57]. These

experiments also have been used widely in testing detailed reaction mechanisms [e.g.,

16] and provide the same types of demands on the reaction mechanism as those

described above in the case of the n-alkanes. Bowman defined ignition in terms a

maximum in the observed chemiluminescence from the reaction

CO + 0 + M = C02 + M (20)



Comparisons between measured data and computed results showed agreement

comparable to that for the C2 - C4 n-alkanes above, with the computed results slightly

faster than the measurements by factors of about 2 - 6 over the range of temperatures
studied.

Conclusions

A detailed chemical kinetic model has been developed which accurately

describes pyrolysis, ignition and oxidation of many small hydrocarbon fuels over a

wide range of e_erimental conditions. Formation of larger intermediate and product
species includin_ benzene, butadiene, large olefins, and cyclopentadiene has been

treated in a semi-empirical manner. The reaction mechanism has been tested for

conditions that do not involve transport and diffusional processes, including plug flow

and stirred reactors, batch reactors and shock tubes. The present kinetic model and its

validation differ from previous comprehensive detailed reaction mechanisms in two

important ways. First, in addition to conventional combustion data, experiments more

commonly associated with chemical engineering problems such as oxidative coupling,

oxidative pyrolysis and steam cracking have been used to test the reaction mechanism,

making it even more general than previous models. In addition, H atom abstraction

and some other reaction rates, even for the smaller C2, C3 and C4 species, are treated

using approximations that facilitate future extensions to larger fuels in a convenient

manner. Constructed in a modular fashion, the mechanism can be revised as needed by

replacing any submodel with an improved treatment; this is particularly relevant in the

case of the global submodels leading to aromatic and other heavier hydrocarbon

products. The present effort has also identified a large number of kinetic studies which

can be used in future tests of kinetic models for small and intermediate size

hydrocarbon fuels.
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Figure Captions

I

1. Carbon selectivities for methane pyrolysis at 1673K, shown as functions of reaction

time in seconds. Methane is diluted{3/1 mol) by hydrogen.

2. Ethylene pyrolysis at 1127K, showing cyclopentadiene and benzene selectivity (in

percent) plotted as functions of ethylene conversion.

3. Calculated and experimentally measured [11] ignition delay times for C1 - C4

n-alkanes in 02/Ar mixtures.
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Ra_dical Compound freq_factor act.energy
R RH ...... A ref.R' E0ref.R
H .... 142 .1585E+ 11 10500.0
CtD CH4 .2884E+09 11500.0
C2H5 C2H6 .1698E+09 14200.0
NP C3H8 .1000E+09 13400.0
IP C3H8 .1000E+09 14700.0 ,'
NBP NBUTA .1000E+09 13700.0
NBS NBUTA .1096E+09 14700.0
IBP IBUTA .9333E+08 13800.0
mT mUTA .5o12E+os _5000.0
VIN C2H4 .5012E+09 11500.0
C5H7 PTISO .1995E+09 22500.0
C4H5P BUTAD .1995E+09 11200.0
ALV 1 C3H6 .1995E.t09 11200.0
ALP C3H6 .1778E+09 22550.0
C4H7P B[2I'12 .1000E+09 13500.0
C4H7S BUTI2 .2512E+09 22550.0
IC4H7 113 .2512E.t4Y) 22550.0
C2H C2H2 .3020E.t09 12000.0
C4H3 CAH4 .3020E+09 12000.0
OH H20 .2951E+10 3700.00
HO2 H202 .3981E+09 19000.0
MEOO ME(X)H .5623E+09 19500.0
CH30 CH3OH .3162E.t09 8250.00
CH2OH ODOH .2089E409 16350.0
HCO CH20 .9333E409 19500.0
ETOO ETOOH .$623E.t09 19500.0 i
CH3CO MECHO .1000E+I0 21300.0
R2CHO MECHO .1698E+09 18500.0
RACET ACETO .1698E+09 18500.0
MECO3 PERAC .2512E+09 12000.0

Table I

H-Type AC EC '

0 1.00 0.0
1 1.00 -2600.0
2 1.00 -39(X).0
3 7.00 1350.0
4 1.75 4OOO.0
5 5.00 9800.0
6 0.40 -7650.0
7 1.00 43OO.0
8 4.00 -4500.0
9 0.50 -I000.0,,,

Table II
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